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Easy access to the world of information technology currently impacts the rise of cybercrime, including the crime of online gambling. Many efforts have been made by the government and law enforcers, including, in this case, the police, to prevent and take action against this online gambling crime, either block sites that are gambling arenas or improve the national security system to stop these gambling sites. This research aims to look at law enforcement against online gambling crimes in Bandar Lampung City and determine the factors that became an obstacle in law enforcement of online gambling crimes at Lampung Regional Police. This research method uses a normative juridical approach. Based on the discussion and research results, law enforcement against online gambling crimes in Bandar Lampung City is carried out by applying the instrument of Article 303 of the Criminal Code rather than Article 27 Paragraph (2) Jo. Article 45 of the ITE Law. The research also shows the factors that became an obstacle in law enforcement of online gambling crimes at Lampung Regional Police are: (1) Longer Detention Period for Online Gambling Crimes in the Criminal Code Instruments than the Gambling Control Act, (2) Lack of Investigators' Awareness in Information Technology, (3) Use of Electronic Evidence Requires Expert Information is inhibiting law enforcement against online gambling crimes in Bandar Lampung. Suggestions from the research are to conduct information technology guidance training to the Bandar Lampung Police Investigation and Criminal Unit.
A. Introduction

The progress of science and technology that is overgrowing has brought so many impacts and changes in human life. As a result of advances in science and technology, globalization provides excellent benefits for human life worldwide. Therefore, with the development of increasingly sophisticated technology, online games have experienced very rapid development. Online games are mushrooming in big cities and have penetrated small towns, including the countryside. Online games that were initially just a game were later developed into a game that can make money or online gambling. The presence of online gambling games as a negative technological development in the electronic field needs to be addressed from various angles because the impact is returned. As in the use of body-worn cameras abroad, it can reduce citizen complaints and the use of police force but have no significant impact on the activities or policies of officers.1

Gambling is a crime that almost all circles of ordinary people do, from low to high economic circles and from parents to children. Following today's developments, gambling crimes are carried out online.2 The media has been paying attention to the possibility of predictive policing systems having different effects in exacerbating social injustice.3 Gambling crimes, usually carried out using tools or goods, can now be carried out through existing network media or the internet. Using a set of networks such as a computer complete with internet facilities connected to other computers, people can access websites that already contain games which are a means for gambling.4 With a critical approach, it is possible to understand how the legal profession responds to the complexity of problems and other different social forces.5

The crime of online gambling has developed in people's lives in the current era because participating in online gambling is considered an effortless thing to access. So that gambling can be done anywhere without looking for a quiet place compared to direct gambling, it must be played far from the reach of the surrounding people so as not to be caught. This makes online gambling very attractive to gambling players because they do not have to look for opponents, but opponents always wait a lot in cyberspace. The number of sites for online gambling users on the internet is very easy to access, for example, sbobet, bet365, bet88, online poker, online lottery, and others. Whereas if law enforcement is disguised in the form of law, the assessment will still decide on individual examples of the ongoing collective conflict.6

As the capital of Lampung Province and one of the big cities in Indonesia, Bandar Lampung City certainly does not escape the crime of online gambling.7 Gambling is a voluntary bet, risking a value or something that is considered valuable by being aware of certain risks and consequences.8
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expectations in various game events, matches, competitions, and events that have no or uncertain outcome. The police have implemented urgent public policies with implications for police relations and equitable access to justice. One example of the case that attracted the author in this article was related to the perpetrator's arrest with the initial L, who was suspected of being an online lottery bookie by the Sub-Directorate III of Direktorat Reserse Kriminal Umum (Ditreskrimun) Officer of the Lampung Police in the Gedung Pakuon Village, South Teluk Betung District. This online gambling case was revealed when the police confiscated evidence in laptops and sheets recorded by lottery installers. This lottery gambling developed in various regions, including in Bandar Lampung. This can be identified from the cases of lottery gamblers where the perpetrator is a woman.

In line with the above case, the author sees that easy access to the world of information technology currently impacts the rise of cybercrime, including the crime of online gambling. A lot of efforts have been taken by the government and law enforcers, including, in this case, the police. To prevent and take action against this online gambling crime, either block sites that are gambling arenas or improve the national security system to stop these gambling sites. Based on the results of previous studies, it has been found that the characteristics of online gambling users are based on age. Almost half are aged 15-17 years (30%) and those aged 18-21 years (70%). Ages 18-21 years are much interested in using online gambling games than children aged 15-17 years. Online gambling is contrary to legal norms, decency, customs, and religion in the Indonesian nation. Therefore, it is essential to overcome online gambling. There are many efforts taken by the government and law enforcers to prevent and take action against this online gambling crime, either by closing the gambling arenas or improving the national security system to block gambling sites to create a sense of security and social inequality in the community, especially in Bandar Lampung area.

The approach method used in this study uses an empirical juridical approach, where an empirical juridical approach is an approach that examines secondary data first and then continues by conducting primary data research in the field to obtain a better understanding and provide the most precise possible explanation of the legal materials presented and juridical activities in the reality of society. Problems of the research are; how is the law enforcement towards online gambling crimes in Bandar Lampung? What are law enforcement’s obstacles against online gambling crimes in Bandar Lampung?

B. Discussion
1. Law Enforcement towards Online Gambling Crimes in Bandar Lampung
The problem of online gambling is increasingly worrying among the public. Online gambling, which is not seen directly by the community, causes problems that are sometimes difficult to contain due to soccer gambling and online poker using information technology. This is a form of the development of crime with the mode of using modern or electronic transactions. In terms
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of the ITE Law, the regulation on gambling criminal offenses is contained in Article 27 Paragraph (2), which reads: “each person that intentionally and without rights, distributes and/or transmits and/or makes accessible Electronic Information and/or Electronic Documents that have gambling payload”.

Gambling is contained in Article 303 of the Criminal Code and Law No. 7 of 1974 concerning Gambling Control. In Article 1 of Law no. 7 of 1974 concerning Gambling Control, gambling is declared a crime. The act of online gambling in today's era using technology has progressed and is advanced. Examples of gambling that follows technological developments are poker, soccer, and online qiuqiu gambling. There are no longer limitations of space and time through online gambling, and it is easier to gamble as long as the gambling crimes perpetrators are skilled in information technology.

The use of the instruments of the Criminal Code and the ITE Law was used by investigators of the Sub-unit Deputy Control of the Criminal Investigation Unit of the Bandar Lampung Police to uncover online gambling rampant in Bandar Lampung. Based on Table 1 in the previous chapter, online gambling, in general, is handled by investigators accordingly to Article 303 of the Criminal Code, not Article 27 Paragraph (2) of the ITE Law. Solved case files since 2015 s.d 2017 are 17 (seventeen) files. In 2015, there were 4 (four) files. In 2016, there were 5 (five) files, and in 2017 there were 8 (eight) files. These cases indicate an increase every year because the modus operandi of online gambling is highly in demand by Bandar Lampung’s society, especially those who are under the direct authority of the Bandar Lampung Police. The motive of online gamblers is to increase their income, and most of them have unclear jobs, which leads them to choose online gambling as a profession. According to Eko Wijaya, as the VC Committee of the Bandar Lampung Police Satreskrim, Bandar Lampung Police have several methods to discover online gambling activities in the jurisdiction of the Bandar Lampung Police. As follows:

a. Receiving Reports of Public Complaints
The police’s initial step in taking action was from public complaints reports that it was known that there were acts of online game gambling. Furthermore, the community members informed the actual events to the Police investigators experienced and directed directly in front of the investigators related to online gambling cases. In the community report, investigators will follow up on the investigation process. After the witnesses and evidence are found, then the police will continue the case to the level of investigation and investigation.

b. Conducting Inquiries
Inquiries are a series of actions of investigators to seek and find an event that is suspected of being a criminal act to determine whether or not inquiries can be carried out according to the method regulated in the Act. The act of inquiries to determine whether an event is a criminal

16 Interview with the VC Committee for the Criminal Investigation Unit of the Bandar Lampung Police, 28 November 2018.
17 Interview with the VC Committee for the Criminal Investigation Unit of the Bandar Lampung Police, 28 November 2018.
event is an obligation for the competent authority when receiving a report from the public as referred to in Article 102 Paragraph (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code: “Investigators who are aware, receive reports or complaints about the occurrence of an event that is reasonably suspected to be a criminal act are obliged to immediately take the necessary investigative actions.” In carrying out the process of investigating online gambling crimes, the Bandar Lampung Police collaborate with the Resort Police, Polsek, Lampung Police, and Police Headquarters to make it easier to obtain information that can support catching perpetrators of online gambling network cases. The process of inquiries into online gambling crimes requires the police to conduct inquiries via the internet by browsing websites related to soccer gambling sites. Many websites on the internet are a platform for online soccer gambling: www.sbobet.com, www.m88.com, www.ibcbet.com, www.kakakdewa.com, and www.39bet.com. The police are required to search, observe, track, and analyze whether the crime actually exists and is included in the scope of the crime of gambling through the internet or only includes the crime of ordinary gambling.

c. Conducting Investigation

Investigations aim to obtain evidence that sheds light on finding the suspect of online gamblers. Investigators can establish a person as an online gambling suspect; however, if all the conditions as a suspect have been met, of course, with valid evidence. The method used to prevent gambling crimes, according to Eko Wijaya as VC Committee Satriksim Polresta Bandar Lampung, is to prove the existence of online gambling activity is to disguise (undercover) which deliberately participates in running gambling through the internet to trap the online gambling perpetrators, by registering a member to the available gambling site admin to get a username to participate in the game in question. If you already have a username, the admin will provide instructions for following the game and communicating about game procedures. Therefore, to transact between gamblers with gambling managers, they also use bank transaction services with internet media.

In addition to using the internet to establish member relationships, the online gambling site admin uses a certain number through a cellular phone used between members. The perpetrators of online gambling in conducting transactions usually do not meet directly with the members, usually done by tracking the phone and then transferring an agreed amount of money through a predetermined bank and from this method, the investigator gets evidence in the form of a print out of the conversation between the perpetrator and the user, where the investigator obtains the evidence by impersonating the user, proof of money transfer receipt, and proof of SMS from the perpetrator. This is under Article 5 Paragraph (2) of the ITE Law, which reads: “Electronic Information and/or Electronic Documents and/or their printouts are valid legal evidence. Electronic Information and/or Electronic Documents and/or their printed results as referred to in Paragraph (1) is an extension of valid evidence in accordance with the applicable procedural law in Indonesia.”

The perpetrators can also participate in direct transactions. This is why investigators would trap. Then the investigator’s next step is to technically prove the act. Interviews with Criminal Investigation investigators of the Bandar Lampung Police showed that evidence usually found in searching and collecting (internet) gambling evidence are mobile phones, laptops, modems, accounts, M-Banking, and ATM cards. Usually, most of the perpetrators throw away their savings books because they are used as fictitious accounts. In addition, the perpetrators also make transactions via e-mail to transfer data. In this case, the perpetrators usually do not tell
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the e-mail password so that investigators coordinate regarding e-mail code breaking with the National Police Headquarter.\textsuperscript{20}

When investigators are sure of the perpetrator, they will hold a case title meeting in advance to plan an arrest. Before making an arrest, there are formal requirements that Police investigators must meet before making an arrest. The conditions are written in Article 43 Paragraph (6) of the ITE Law, which states: “In the case of making arrests and detentions, investigators through the public prosecutor are obliged to request a determination from the chairman of the local district court within twenty-four hours.” As for the evidence, the National Police may use electronic evidence and/or printed documents or electronic information as an extension of evidence as referred to in Article 5 Paragraph (2) of the ITE Law, in addition to other conventional evidence by the Criminal Procedure Code.

d. Arrest
Following Article 1 number 20 of the Criminal Procedure Code, that arrest is an investigator’s act in the form of temporary restraint of the freedom of a suspect or defendant if there is sufficient evidence for investigation or prosecution and or trial in matters and according to the method regulated by law. The arrest of online gambling perpetrators is carried out after sufficient initial evidence exists. As stipulated in the Regulation of the National Police Chief No. 14 of 2012 concerning Management of Criminal Investigations, that sufficient preliminary evidence is the information and data contained in two of them: police reports, police investigation report at the crime scene, reports on the results of the investigation, statements of witnesses or experts and evidence. The arrests made in online gambling from interviews with Bandar Lampung Police Investigators were made after receiving reports from members of the public and undercover to trap online gambling perpetrators.\textsuperscript{21}

- Search and Foreclosure
Under the provisions of Article 33 Paragraph (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code, a search must be carried out with the Head of the District Court’s permission. Under normal circumstances, searches must first obtain permission from the Head of the District Court. The search is urgent, considering that any procrastination will increase online gambling players. The search is then carried out first by obtaining a permit from the Head of the District Court. Ronald explained that a search could be carried out after the arrest. Confiscation under Article 38 of the Criminal Procedure Code must be with the permission of the Head of the local District Court. The opposite applies if, in an urgent situation, confiscation can be carried out without first obtaining permission from the Head of the District Court.\textsuperscript{22} The foreclosure is carried out before obtaining permission from the Head of the District Court. Further examination of the evidence can be carried out immediately, considering that the evidence obtained from online gambling actors is very easy to destroy. Evidence usually obtained from the confiscation of online soccer gambling in the form of cellphones, laptops, modems, accounts, checking accounts, M-Banking, and ATM cards.

- Detention
Whereas based on Article 21 Paragraph (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code, investigators have three grounds to make detentions. The basis is juridical; detention can only be carried out against perpetrators of criminal acts punishable by imprisonment for more than five years. In addition, detention can also be carried out against perpetrators of criminal acts even if the punishment is less than five years. The Articles of criminal Act significantly
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affect the interests of the community. The basis for concern is that it emphasizes the need for detention because it is feared that the perpetrators will run away, damage or lose evidence, or fear repeat the crime.

In addition to the above basics, detention must meet the requirements of the law as stated in Article 21 Paragraph (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code, namely: a suspect or defendant is strongly suspected of being the perpetrator of the crime in question, and the strong suspicion is based on sufficient evidence. According to the information from the Bandar Lampung Police Investigator, the detention was carried out because it fulfilled the three elements. First, the juridical element, namely, Article 45 Paragraph (1) of the ITE Law: "Everyone who fulfills the elements as referred to in Article 27 Paragraph (1), Paragraph (2), Paragraph (3), or Paragraph (4) shall be sentenced to a maximum imprisonment of 6 (six) years and/or a maximum fine of Rp. 100.000.000,00 (one billion rupiah).”

The legal sanction given to the perpetrator proven to have committed a crime of gambling via the internet is 6 (six) years in prison. Second, the element of destroying and eliminating evidence. Given the evidence in the crime of online soccer gambling, it is effortless for the perpetrators to remove them. Third, the detention of the perpetrator has fulfilled the legal requirements contained in Article 21 Paragraph (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code, which is strongly suspected of being the perpetrator of a criminal act of online soccer gambling, and the suspicion is based on sufficient evidence, as stated in the confiscation section above.

- Delegation of Case Files and Suspects to the Prosecutor

The police take the final stage in dealing with gambling crimes via the internet, namely by transferring case files along with evidence in the form of electronic evidence and electronic devices used by suspects and suspects or perpetrators of gambling crimes via the internet to the local District Attorney. The following are the stages of delegating cases to the prosecutor's office:

a. Complete Necessary Administration. The initial stage is before the case goes to the local prosecutor. Bandar Lampung police investigators must first complete the necessary administration in filings, such as minutes of arrest, minutes of detention, minutes of detention extension, minutes of foreclosure, resume of online football gambling, table of contents, and file cover.

b. Delivery of Case Files to Bandar Lampung District Attorney (Phase I). After all the administrative requirements in the filing are declared complete by the police, the case file will be sent to the Bandar Lampung District Prosecutor's Office, which the Prosecutor's Office will re-examine for its completeness.

c. The Prosecutor's Office Examines the Case File Completion. At this stage, the Bandar Lampung District Attorney examines the investigation’s result in the file of the Bandar Lampung Police. After examining the case file for 14 days, the prosecutor is obliged to notify the case file examination result to the investigator or, often referred to as P.21 results of the investigation have been declared complete by the prosecutor (P.18/P.19). The results of the investigation are not complete, accompanied by instructions from the prosecutor.

d. Transfer of Suspect and Evidence to the. This is the last stage in handling football gambling crimes via the internet, namely the transfer of suspects and evidence to the prosecutor's office if the case file submitted has been declared complete by the prosecutor's office (P.21). The submission of the suspect and evidence to the prosecutor's office signifies that the duties and authorities of investigators in gambling cases via the internet have been declared completed.
Regarding online gambling investigations, the investigation mechanism is also the same as described above. Online gambling investigations begin with receiving complaints from the public. Followed by an investigation to verify whether the report can be followed up or not. If it can be followed up, then the case will be investigated. In investigating cases of online gambling crimes, there are also forced efforts in the form of arrests, detentions, searches, and confiscations, followed by the transfer of case files to the prosecutor's office. The weak mechanism for handling online gambling cases by the Judicial Sub-unit of the VC Sat. Reskrim Polresta Bandar Lampung lies in the beginning phase of the investigators themselves and community reports. This means that investigators here are passive. They only receive reports and then move on to carry out further legal procedures.

2. Obstacles in Law Enforcement against Online Gambling Crimes in Bandar Lampung

The process of proving the crime of gambling through the internet in court requires a technical approach because the evidence found can be in the form of electronic evidence that is still not recognized by the Criminal Code Procedure or Kitab Undang-Undang Hukum Acara Pidana (KUHAP). Therefore, it still has to be supported by expert testimony to be accepted in court. Investigators of the Subunit VC Satreskrim Polresta Bandar Lampung encountered obstacles in conducting investigations and investigations of online gambling crimes, which consisted of internal and external constraints. It is also necessary to know what are the weaknesses of the ITE Law in proving acts. It is also necessary to know the weaknesses of the ITE Law is proving online gambling crimes. The discussion can be described below.

a. Weaknesses of the ITE Law in Proving Online Gambling Crimes

The application of Article 303 of the Criminal Code for criminal acts of internet gambling makes the verification process difficult because the Criminal Code does not regulate elements containing information technology. In contrast, in the case of internet gambling, everything is done through internet media. Meanwhile, Article 27 Paragraph (2 and Article 45 Paragraph (1) of the ITE Law are not applied to the above cases due to the investigation procedures in Article 43 Paragraph (6) of the ITE Law, which is challenging to implement. Which requires investigators to make arrests and detentions through the public prosecutor requesting an appointment from the Head of the local District Court within 1x24 hours (one time twenty-four hours). It is not possible to do this. So the Sub-Directorate of VC Satreskrim Polresta Bandar Lampung as an investigator, was forced to use the instrument of Article 303 of the Criminal Code to handle internet gambling.

The proof is fundamental in the examination of cases in court. The proof is provisions that contain outlines and guidelines on ways that are legalized by law to prove the guilt charged to the defendant, through evidence that is legalized by law for further use by the judge in proving the defendant's guilt. Therefore, judges cannot use evidence contrary to the law because the truth of a decision must be tested with legally valid evidence and has the power of proof attached to any evidence found. In addition to evidence, evidence is also a vital thing in proving a crime, including internet gambling. The presence of internet gambling must be proven based on evidence approved by law. Talking about proof of gambling via the internet cannot be separated from the provisions regarding evidence regulated in the ITE Law. Article
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24 Edmon Makarim, Kompilasi Hukum Telematika (Jakarta: Raja Grafindo, 2004): 385.
5 Paragraph (1) of the ITE Law states that “Electronic information and/or electronic documents and/or their printed results are legal evidence”.

Article 1 number 1 of the ITE Law stated: “Electronic information is one or a set of electronic data, including but not limited to writing, sound, pictures, maps, designs, photographs, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), electronic mail (electronic mail), telegram, telex, telecopy, or the like, processed letters, signs, numbers, access codes, symbols or perforations that have meaning or can be understood by people who are able to understand them”. Meanwhile, Article 1 point 4 of the ITE Law states that what is meant by: “Electronic document is any electronic information that is created, forwarded, sent, received or stored in analog, digital, electromagnetic, optical or similar forms, which can be viewed, displayed and/or by means of a computer or electronic system, including but not limited to written, sound, pictures, maps, designs, photographs or the like, letters, signs, numbers, access codes, symbols or processed perforations that have meaning or can be understood by people who can understand it.” When examined, the website of the gambling organizer through the internet and the E-mail of the gambling participants and SMS is part of the electronic information. It can be categorized as one of the legal pieces of evidence. The evidence can be obtained through searches and confiscations that investigators can carry out. Based on Article 43 Paragraph (3) of the ITE Law, it is stated that the search and/or confiscation of electronic systems, as well as the arrest and detention of Cyber Crime perpetrators, must be carried out with the permission of the Head of the local District Court within 1x24 hours (one time twenty-four hours). Binsar explained that the above provisions are a complicated matter to be realized because it is not possible to obtain a permit from the Head of the local District Court to do this in such a short time. In addition, until now, there is no Indonesian Government Regulation on the ITE Law, including regarding the conduct of searches, confiscations, arrests, and detention of suspects in gambling cases through the internet.28

In addition to the weakness in fulfilling the electronic evidence, the weakness of the ITE Law is that criminal sanctions against online gambling (vide: Article 45 of the ITE Law) are lower than the threat of criminal sanctions in Article 303 of the Criminal Code. Article 45 of the ITE Law has criminal sanctions with a penalty of 6 years, while Article 303 of the Criminal Code is 10 years. It is related to Article 63 Paragraph (1) of the Criminal Code that: “If an act falls under more than one criminal law, only one of those rules is imposed; if they are different, the one imposed which contains the most severe principal criminal threat.” Therefore, departing from this provision, the investigators of the Subunit VC Sat. Reskrim Polresta Bandar Lampung has been correct in applying Article 303 of the Criminal Code against online gamblers because the criminal sanctions are heavier than Article 45 of the ITE Law. Article 63 Paragraph (2) of the Criminal Code states that: “If an act is included in a general criminal code, it is also regulated in a special criminal rule, then only the specific one is applied.” Associated with online gambling law enforcement that has been carried out by the VC Sat. Reskrim Sat. Reskrim Bandar Lampung Police Investigator who applies Article 303 of the Criminal Code rather than Article 45 of the ITE Law is a violation of this provision.

b. The Longer Detention Period for Online Gambling Crimes in the Criminal Code Instruments than the Gambling Control Act

Too much workload for investigators in the Subunit Vice Control Satreskrim Polresta Bandar Lampung causes investigators to take a long time to process case files. Investigators are not focused on dealing with cybercrime, especially online gambling. Their concentration is divided into existing cases that sometimes deviate far, for example, embezzlement, fraud, land, and buildings. The specifications of the Satreskrim Polresta Bandar Lampung have been divided, but because police reports from the community are diverse and many outside of Cyber Crime, 28 Interview with the VC Committee for the Criminal Investigation Unit of the Bandar Lampung Police, 28 November 2018.
so that it is ideal for excessive police handling, and this has implications for the speed of handling cases, both those reported by the public and those found by the investigator alone.\textsuperscript{29}

Therefore, investigators often use Article 303 of the Criminal Code rather than Article 45 of the ITE Law. Criminal sanctions in Article 303 of the Criminal Code for online gambling are threatened with a maximum criminal sanction of 10 years in prison, while Article 45 of the ITE Law is a maximum of 6 years. This causes a difference in holding time.\textsuperscript{30} If the investigator uses Article 303 of the Criminal Code, the investigator gets a maximum detention time of 120 days.\textsuperscript{122} Meanwhile, if using Article 45 of the ITE Law, the investigator only gets a detention time of 60 days. So, with such a high filing workload, investigators need a longer detention time so that gambling cases can be adequately handled. However, this causes Article 45 of the ITE Law to not be applied as the main article. The principle of \textit{lex specialis derogat lex generali} requires investigators to apply the instruments of the ITE Law rather than the Criminal Code.\textsuperscript{31}

c. \textbf{Lack of Investigators’ Awareness in Information Technology}

Several investigators from the Bandar Lampung Police have not yet mastered Information Technology, and there is no internet socialization at the Bandar Lampung Police. Given the importance of supporting human resources to support the smooth running of an investigation, investigation, and arrest process. Based on the investigator’s statement, only a few personnel and not many investigators at the Bandar Lampung Police understand the field of information technology. This is not balanced with the existing cases, along with the rampant crime of gambling over the internet, which can still happen at any time in society.

There are still many cases of soccer gambling via the internet that have not been revealed or the cessation of investigators due to a lack of experts at the Bandar Lampung Police Office, so that the government needs to think about providing IT training to police officers, both at each Polres and Polsek, specifically the VC Satreskrim Sub-unit of the Bandar Lampung Police. Investigators still do not understand the difference between handling general criminal cases and Cyber Crime cases. For example, treat both witnesses and evidence technically because Cyber Crime is processed and explicitly treated, unlike other evidence of criminal acts. Like software, when the investigator turns off and unplugs the laptop or computer that is used, the evidence is lost and how to crack the codes that have been set in such a way by the perpetrator so that when the investigator tries to open the codes, the data displayed has changed.\textsuperscript{32}

This tracking and investigation process is carried out manually by tracing existing data; investigators use no sophisticated tools at the Bandar Lampung Police. Sophisticated tools are only found at the Indonesian National Police Headquarters (Police Headquarters), and the Lampung Regional Police. However, investigators are still allowed to use these sophisticated tools when the situation is urgent. The licensing process is very calculated, considering that these sophisticated tools reach billions of rupiah. The tool can track the direction of the signal. However, according to Eko Wijaya, so far, all gambling cases via the internet how to handle it is to do it manually, collaborate with relevant agencies and browse websites related to gambling via the internet, and have never borrowed a tool. The sophisticated. So the police must observe and research in tracking suspects so that they are not misdirected at the time of arrest and collection of evidence.

Sites on the internet that serve online gambling, soccer gambling that has not been controlled has made soccer gambling through the internet increasingly widespread in the
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community because of the ease of access.\textsuperscript{33} Perpetrators of soccer gambling crimes follow this through the internet, which is increasingly sophisticated, in operating soccer gambling websites. To uncover gambling crimes via the internet at the Bandar Lampung Police, you must ask the Lampung Regional Police for help to track the whereabouts of the perpetrators. This request for assistance is due to the lack of complete supporting equipment. So that investigators have to wait for the information given to the Lampung Police, and if the Lampung Police do not provide any information, then the online gambling crime cannot be revealed by the VC Satreskrim Criminal Investigation Unit investigators until the Lampung Police provide information on the whereabouts of the perpetrators so that this affects the speed of handling cases.

The Bandar Lampung Police Station should have adequate facilities and infrastructure and supporting equipment to uncover the perpetrators; thus, this has been done manually and by chance in catching the perpetrators. The most frequent obstacle in the investigation process is the address registered on the identity of a fictitious suspect because perpetrators easily make ID cards with fake names and addresses. In acting, the perpetrator does not stay in one place, using sophisticated equipment or gadgets. The perpetrator performs his action anywhere, and also, the perpetrator eliminates traces by removing the perpetrator's phone number so that his position cannot be traced. If the perpetrator's address can still be traced and his whereabouts can still be traced, then the Bandar Lampung Police Satreskrim Subunit VC Officer will continue to look for it.\textsuperscript{34}

d. Use of Electronic Evidence Requires Expert Information
The difficulty of obtaining evidence in soccer gambling cases via the internet has resulted in the investigation and investigation process being often stopped. Online gambling is included in the Cyber Crime case, so the evidence to carry out the investigation process is only in the form of electronic information and electronic documents.\textsuperscript{35} Because the crime scene (TKP) occurs on the internet, investigators study and observe using the internet; if necessary, investigators collaborate with other agencies involved in soccer gambling. If there is insufficient evidence in the case, the investigation process is terminated. According to Eko Wijaya as the VC Subunit Committee of the Bandar Lampung Police Satreskrim, the obstacles that are often experienced in the field during the investigation process, namely: The use of electronic evidence in the application of the ITE Law on online gambling, causes the need for expert testimony to explain the electronic evidence. Meanwhile, the budget for investigating gambling crimes is not budgeted, so that investigators must be independent. This causes investigators to only apply Article 303 of the Criminal Code in online gambling cases.

C. Conclusion
Based on the results of the discussion and research, it can be concluded that law enforcement against online gambling crimes in Bandar Lampung City is carried out by applying the instrument of Article 303 of the Criminal Code rather than Article 27 Paragraph (2) Jo. Article 45 of the ITE Law. Efforts are made through legal norms themselves in real terms to guide behaviour in legal relations and social and state life. Then the inhibiting factor in law enforcement against online gambling crimes in Bandar Lampung is the criminal sanctions
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against online gambling based on Article 45 of the ITE Law, which is lower than the threat of criminal sanctions in Article 303 of the Criminal Code, the difference in detention time. Article 303 of the Criminal Code maximum detention time is 120 days.

Meanwhile, if using Article 45 of the ITE Law, investigators only get a detention time of 60 days. However, this causes Article 45 of the ITE Law to not be applied as the main article. The principle of lex specialis derogat lege generali requires investigators to apply the instruments of the ITE Law rather than the Criminal Code, the lack of understanding and mastery of investigators in the field of information technology is not balanced with the development of the ability of online gamblers and the use of electronic evidence requires expert testimony. The suggestion put forward by the author in this matter is that the application of the Criminal Code and the ITE Law in online gambling cases must prioritize the principle of lex specialis derogat legi generalis. This means that online gambling must apply the ITE Law, not the Criminal Code. Conducting information technology guidance training for the Criminal Investigation Unit of the Bandar Lampung Police.
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